
SPIRU HARET UNIVERSITY  
THE LANGUAGE CENTRE 
 
 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

The Language Centre (CLS) of Spiru Haret University (USH), set up in 2002, enjoys a 

rich experience in teaching both foreign languages and also Romanian language for foreigners. It 

is worth mentioning that CLS has been a CERCLES member (European Confederation of 

Language Centres in Higher Education) since 2006.  The CLS academia are university teachers, 

accredited by international institutions for languages (French Institute, Cambridge, ECL, etc).  

It is a pleasure and honor to extend an invitation to collaborate in regards to teaching the 

Romanian language, literature, culture and civilization to your registrants.  The classes will take 

place online or in person, at our premises. 

For A1-B2 levels, we recommend Ms. Iuliana Hristescu, Master alumna of the Faculty of 

Letters, University of Bucharest, a seasoned trainer with an expertise in teaching foreign 

languages (English, German, French, Spanish, Russian) that can be used as bridges between the 

teacher and students, thus turning them into languages of interaction.  The manner of 

communication aims to stimulate the participants to immerse themselves in real life situations of 

conversation in the newly acquired language, i.e. Romanian. 

Ms. Luiza Marinescu is our nomination for the C1 – C2 levels, graduate of the Faculty of 

Letter, University of Bucharest, with a PhD in the field of contrastive literature and semiotics of 

Umberto Eco’s novels, Associate Professor at the Faculty of Letters, Spiru Haret University of 

Bucharest.  Her proficiency ranges from ancient and modern Romanian literature, contrastive 

literature, Romanian language for foreign students, Romanian culture and civilization for foreign 

students, English didactics.  She also supervises the Master programme in Romanian language 

and literature: modernization and modernity and is an author of over 100 articles and 12 books 

on Romanian literature, culture and civilization. 

Starting in January 2018, the modular type courses will take between 18 and 30 hours and 

target the foreign individuals who might be interested in learning Romanian.  Please find 

attached the description of the courses. 



 The courses are supplemented by lessons broadcast by the television station TVH, 

property of USH. 

 The teaching method is up-to-date and we can suggest coursebooks to our audience. 

For any further information, please contact us at ushcls@spiruharet.ro, or at 

021/314.39.03. 

Website: http://www.spiruharet.ro/en/centrul-de-limbi-straine.html 
 
 For more information, please read `General Topics of the A1-C2 Romanian courses`. 
 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


